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At Private Client Holdings we focus on a goals based approach to wealth 
management - prioritising what the investor actually wants to achieve with their 
investments and helping you grow and sustain your family wealth holistically. 

We do this by offering 
six fundamental wealth 
management solutions 
that collectively deliver a 

Family Office approach to wealth management. This means you can enjoy a truly Tel: +27 21 671 1220  .  info@privateclient.co.za  .  www.privateclient.co.za

CAN SOUTH AFRICANS 
REBUILD THEIR WEALTH 
AFTER LOCKDOWN?

THE UNINTENDED 
CONSEQUENCES OF  
LIVING TOGETHER 

MINORS INHERITING MONEY - 
ANOTHER GOOD REASON NOT TO 
DRAW UP YOUR OWN WILL

CHECKLIST – GETTING YOUR 
AFFAIRS IN ORDER IN CASE  
OF ILLNESS OR DEATH

The South African economy was almost on life support before Covid-19 
and lockdown struck.  Coronavirus has left mass economic devastation 
in its wake and South African investors have been hard hit.

Many investors had already externalised funds to mitigate the erosive 
impact of SA’s ailing economy.   But what about those who are only now 
looking at investing offshore?  Covid has had far reaching effects, so 
where do the clever opportunities lie for South Africans to rebuild their 
wealth post lockdown?

According to our director, Andrew Ratcliffe, a smart option for investors 
to build a diversified offshore portfolio is through the use of ACTIVELY 
MANAGED CERTIFICATES (AMCs) – which have become increasingly 
popular for a number of reasons. 

“In the past, South Africans invested offshore through options such 
as feeder funds and asset swaps, as well as by utilising their offshore 
allowances, but there are now new generation offshore investment 
opportunities available – such as AMCs – which offer a smart way to 
invest offshore and are a great building block for those looking for 
diversification in their portfolio’s,” says Ratcliffe.  “AMCs, otherwise 
known as “inward listed notes”, have been around for some time but 
have only recently become popular, given South Africans appetite to 
explore alternatives in the current environment.”

Ratcliffe advises that local investors can access and benefit from the 
performance of the global investment portfolio through the use of 
an AMC (like the PrivateClient Global Growth Portfolio) rather than a 
vanilla index tracking Exchange Traded Fund (ETF).  “These portfolios 
aim to optimize risk-adjusted returns by diversifying across a number 
of asset classes, including equity, alternatives, listed property and fixed 
income.  PCH’s managed AMC is focused on generating Alpha whilst 
outperforming the indices and delivering a decent risk adjusted return 
for our clients whilst not following conventional products.”

“AMCs give the investor the ability to access offshore companies and 
growth strategies without the need to expatriate funds for foreign 
investment purposes.  This removes any reliance on JSE Listed Exchange 
Traded Funds to gain offshore exposure through a local segregated 
investment account. In addition, an investors offshore allowance is 
not utilised as the AMC is a South African Rand denominated inward 
listed security which makes it a tax efficient vehicle where portfolio 
rebalances/reallocations do not create a taxable event.”

According to Ratcliffe, AMCs can be constructed to be entirely bespoke, 
taking the strategy and preferences of the investor into account – 
“Perhaps they wish to focus on biotech or renewable energies for 
example – whilst also being aware of the risks of high concentration of 
shares in any one sector.”

“AMCs combine the flexibility of structured products (favourable tax 
structure, low entry level, speed of issuance, efficient cost structure) 
with those of classic investment funds (portfolio diversification and 
adaptability to different market conditions). AMCs are a great, well-
priced investment vehicle for people who are close to retirement as they 
form a solid building block in ones living annuity.  They offer an easy 
bespoke way to diversify retirement funds,” says Ratcliffe.

“It is very short-sighted to not look at diversifying offshore and AMCs 
offer an easy, bespoke, affordable and tax-efficient solution for the 
overseas diversification of investment funds,” concludes Ratcliffe.  “The 
PrivateClient Global Growth Portfolio AMC has yielded great results for 
our clients and for those looking to diversify it makes absolute sense to 
consider this alternative investment option.” 

For further advice or information contact Andrew Ratcliffe on  
andrew@privateclient.co.za or Private Client Holdings on 021 671 1220 
or visit www.privateclient.co.za. 

Andrew Ratcliffe CFP®
andrew@privateclient.co.za

Can South Africans rebuild  
their wealth after lockdown? 
by Andrew Ratcliffe CFP®



The New Abnormal Normal
The catch phrase “The New Normal” is being bandied around a lot 
these days and many agree that Covid is something that will be with 
us for some time until they finalise a vaccine. But what does this 
mean for the financial markets and for PCH’s valued clients?

Believe it or not, I was in the markets in 1987 when we had the 
Black Monday market crash. Since then we’ve had the Asian banking 
Crises in the 90’s, the dot com bubble in the 2000’s, the global 
financial crisis in 2008 and more recently the Nene-gate scandal. The 
Covid pandemic has been the worst by far; we’ve had the steepest 
drop and the quickest recovery in financial markets. The global 
economy fell off a cliff and will recover, but more gradually than the 
markets. The South African economy was already in trouble before 
the pandemic and will take longer to recover – but it will recover.

Globally the market is weighing up big negatives which includes 
the virus, the US elections, tensions with China and high valuations 
up against positives which includes massive monetary and fiscal 
stimulus and low or negative bond yields, so for now it seems the 
market is saying that there is no alternative other than equities. 

 
 
In South Africa from an investment point of view, what matters is 
not the environment we are in, but rather what’s in the price of 
assets. During this crisis PCH were able to reposition our local and 
global share portfolios into many quality businesses at fantastic 
prices. 

Long before Covid hit, the team at PCH had embraced technology 
and this is evident in every aspect of our business. Whether it 
be through the tax consulting, wealth management, fiduciary or 
investments. So when the virus made itself felt, we were very 
fortunate that we were already largely in the digital world.  Now, our 
leadership team is working harder than ever, and our vision remains 
crystal clear - that we take pleasure and pride in successfully 
nurturing wealth for our clients and their families. 

Grant Alexander

The Director’s Desk 

WELCOME TO THE NEW FACES AT  
PRIVATE CLIENT HOLDINGS 

The Private Client Holdings family is 
growing, and we are pleased to welcome 
the following members to the team: 

James Worthington-Fitnum (Portfolios)  
– James started with us in January as a 
Portfolio Administrator/Junior Analyst. He 
holds a B Com in Management Sciences, 
Investment Management and a B. Com 
Honours in Financial Analysis from 
the University of Stellenbosch and has 
completed his CFA Level II.  

Mario Viljoen (CCM/Forex)  
– Mario joined our Cash Management 
team in March as CCM and 
Forex Administrator. He studied 
Entrepreneurship and Business 
Management through False Bay College 
and has a wealth of experience having 
spent the last 9 years working for both 
Eurodollar and Bidvest.  

Prudence Adams (Finance)  
– Prudence joined PCH in April as 
a Management Accountant in our 
Administration team. We couriered a 
laptop and screens to her just before 
lockdown, set her up on Teams and really 
made technology work for us!  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Brendan Bergs (Portfolios)  
– Brendan is our newest team member 
who started in September.  He has joined 
the PCP team as Portfolio Administrator. 
Brendan graduated with a BCom degree 
in Management Sciences, as well as 
a Postgraduate Diploma in Financial 
Planning, both from the University of 
Stellenbosch.  Prior to joining PCH, 
Brendan was employed at Northern  
Cross Wealth Management as a  
Portfolio and Research Analyst.   

Melissa Weber (Wealth Management) 
– Melissa joined the Wealth Management 
team in August and will be supporting 
Mark MacSymon. Melissa completed 
a BComm degree in Investments and 
Financial Management through the 
University of Stellenbosch.  She is currently 
busy with a post graduate diploma in 
Business Management through UCT. Prior 
to joining PCH, Melissa worked at PWM 
Wealth in Somerset West as an Investment 
Administrator.   

REAP Update  
We are pleased to continue supporting 
REAP in their goal to assist students from 
poor rural areas across South Africa to 
access and succeed in tertiary education. 
We are currently sponsoring Martia 
Mathebula, a third-year student, who is 
busy completing her B. Com, Financial 
Accounting at UCT. www.reap.org.za

 

HAVE YOU 
HEARD?



     

 
In addition to the above you must include the following financial records in the folder of documents:  

• Sources of income and assets (pension, investments, property etc.); 
• Wealth managers names and phone numbers; 
• Details of any assets not under your wealth manager’s control; 
• Details of any offshore assets; 
• Insurance information (life, health, long-term care, home, car) with policy numbers and providers names and phone numbers; 
• Name of your bank and account details; 
• Copy of most recent income tax return; 
• Liabilities and debts — what is owed, to whom, and when payments are due.

For more advice on Wills contact Private Client Trust on 021 671 1220 or email trusts@privateclient.co.za.  
To read more about the PCT Fiduciary offering see www.privateclienttrust.co.za.

Checklist – getting your 
affairs in order in case of 
illness or death
By Sarah Love CFP® FPSA®  

Or is this information scattered around your computer, filing 
system and inbox where no-one other than yourself would know 
where to look?

No one ever plans to be sick or incapacitated, however it is a reality 
that there may come a time where you cannot speak for yourself.  
It is for this reason that it is important to plan ahead and make 
sure that all your affairs are in order, and that you have made all 
your important papers and the relevant contact details readily 
available  – it can make all the difference in an emergency or if you 
are unable to manage your affairs yourself.

“Put your important papers and copies of legal documents in one 
place. You can set up a file, put everything in a desk or dresser 
drawer, in the safe, or list the information and location of papers 
in a notebook. If your papers are kept off premises – such as with 
your family lawyers or executors – then keep copies in a file at 
home.”

“Tell a trusted family member, friend or your wealth manager.  And 
if they need access to your computer remember to tell them the 
passwords to access the folders.”

“Discuss your end-of-life preferences with your doctor. He or she 
can explain what health decisions you may have to make in the 
future and what treatment options are available.  Then draw up a 
Living Will which gives you a say in your health care if you become 
too sick to make your wishes known. In a Living Will, you can state 
what kind of care you do or don’t want. This can make it easier for 
family members to make tough healthcare decisions for you.”

Sarah Love CFP® FPSA®  
sarah@privateclient.co.za

Have you put all your important 
information and papers in one place 
and told a trusted person where to 
find them in case of an emergency?  

A CHECKLIST OF PAPERS TO HAVE IN ORDER

Sarah advises that when gathering your important information to ensure your affairs can be handled on your behalf be sure to include the following:

• Location of most up-to-date Will with an original signature; 
• A certified copy of your identity book; 
• An account that shows your legal residence; 
• The names and addresses of your spouse and children; 
• Any documents pertaining to birth and death certificates, certificates of marriage, divorce, citizenship, and adoption; 
• Employers and dates of employment; 
• Names and phone numbers of religious contacts; 
• Names and phone numbers of close friends, relatives, doctors, and lawyers; 
• Medications taken regularly (be sure to update this regularly); 
• Location of living will and other legal documents; 
• Medical aid information; 
• Location of original title deed for your home; 
• Car registration papers and ownership papers if paid in full, or details of car finance arrangements; 
• Location of safe and safe key.

SARAH PROVIDES A CHECKLIST OF IMPORTANT INFORMATION NEEDED TO ENSURE YOUR AFFAIRS CAN BE HANDLED ON YOUR BEHALF:



Many people are often tempted to either draw up their own Will 
or to change an existing Will themselves, without the help of a 
skilled professional. However, there are many pitfalls ready to 
trap the unwary should you follow this route.

This is the warning from David Knott of Private Client Trust, the 
fiduciary pillar of Private Client Holdings. David highlights an 
example where things can go wrong when it comes to minors in 
a Will.

“It is routine for a parent to leave assets to their children, and, 
or their grandchildren.  However, when it comes to minors, 
unless the Will names trustees, grants the necessary investment 
powers and provides for the creation of a trust to administer the 
bequest to any minor beneficiary, the wishes of the testator will 
be thwarted.”

“The Master has no power to read anything into a Will which 
is not written into the document and in the absence of the Will 
creating a trust with all the conditions spelt out, the executor 
will be obliged to pay any money accruing to a minor beneficiary 
to the Guardians Fund,” warns David.

This Fund is essentially a savings account managed by the 
Master to which all funds accruing to a minor or unknown 
beneficiary are paid. The funds will earn simple interest only 
which is credited from time to time. When the minor attains 
majority or when the unknown beneficiary has been identified, 
the capital plus the accrued interest can be claimed back. 
The interest rate paid at present by the Fund is not bad but 
historically this has always lagged commercial rates. 

“With inflation running ahead and interest rates dropping, it is 
not enough to earn interest only and the capital sum eventually 
claimed by the minor will have a greatly reduced spending 
power at that later date,” says David.  

“Had the funds been invested more prudently with advice 
from a wealth manager, say into a general equity unit trust, the 
beneficiary would at least have enjoyed capital appreciation as 
well as a revenue return.”

“When it comes to minors being entrusted into the care of a 
guardian following the death of a parent, without a trust set up 
through the Will to administer funds to pay for the maintenance 
of the minor the guardian has to apply to the Guardians Fund 
for the release of funds from time to time.  However, these 
applications are subject to the discretion of the Master to accept 
or reject and most parents would surely rather not rely on a 
stranger to have the authority to allow a trickle of money, or not 
as the case may be, for the care of their dependents.”

 
 

For more information please contact Sarah Love or 
Elmien Pols at Private Client Trust on (021) 671 1220 or  
email trusts@privateclient.co.za.

Minors inheriting money - 
another good reason not to draw 
up your own will
By David Knott

If professional advice had been 
sought at the beginning of the Will 
drafting process, oversights that cause 
your wishes to not be carried out will 
not occur and it is for this reason that 
it is always best to not draw up your 
own Will,” concludes David.  

David Knott
david@privateclient.co.za



The unintended consequences of  
living together – why unmarried 
couples must ensure they have a  
valid Will
By Elmien Pols CFP® FPSA® 

In these interesting times we find ourselves in, it is not unusual 
for people to live together, have children, buy properties and run 
a business together without formalising their relationship, either 
through marriage or civil partnerships.

According to Elmien Pols of Private Client Trust, many people 
incorrectly believe that such relationships automatically lead to 
the formation of common law spouses. 

Elmien advises that the financial security and protection offered 
by marriage or civil partnerships does not apply to unformalized 
“life partnerships” and says that the mutual duty of support and 
division of assets as applied by marriage do not exist, in South 
Africa, unless formally contracted in some shape or form.

“Even though some protection is offered to domestic 
partnerships, for instance in the case of the Pension Funds 
Act which includes in the definition of spouse: “a person who 
is the permanent life partner”, when it comes to the duty of 
maintenance or when a partner in such a relationship dies 
without a valid Will, the consequences may be devastating,” 
warns Elmien.

“When a person dies without a valid Will, the Law of Intestate 
Succession will prescribe how the person’s assets will be left to 
their next-of-kin. In the normal scheme of things, a spouse and 
children will inherit. 

However, in terms of domestic partnerships, children will stand 
to inherit should a parent die without a valid Will, but the 
surviving partner will not qualify to inherit at all.”

Elmien explains how she was approached a number of years ago 
by the family of a man who was left destitute as a result of his 
life partner not having a valid Will. 

“This gentleman had lived together with his life partner for many 
years and for reasons unknown, all assets, including their home, 
were in his partner’s name. On her passing, it was discovered 
that she had no Will and in terms of intestate succession, 
her closest relatives were her elderly sisters who inherited 
everything from her and left her partner in dire straits. It is very 
clear that this was not her intention and the outcome would 
have been entirely different had she nominated him as her sole 
beneficiary in terms of a valid Will.”

However, it seems that the laws have not been quite equal to all. 

“In the case of same sex life partners, the Courts have found 
that they will inherit from each other, should one of them pass 
away without a valid Will,” says Elmien. “The reason for this is 
that in bygone years, same-sex marriages were not allowed, and 
it would have been impossible for homosexual couples to get 
married and as a result inherit in terms of Intestate Succession. 
This principal was not extended to heterosexual couples as they 
have always had the option of getting married and by choosing 
not to marry, they choose not to have the security which comes 
with marriage.”

Elmien says that it has been widely discussed and recognised 
that there is a need for a remedy to assist the partners of 
a common law relationship and for this purpose, the draft 
Domestic Partnership Bill was published in 2008.  “If written into 
Law, the Bill will do much to bring equality and dignity to often 
economically vulnerable persons. Until such time however, it 
is critically important for life partners to know their rights and 
ensure that they have an up-to-date, valid Will in place.” 

 

For more information please contact Elmien Pols at Private Client 
Trust on   (021) 671 1220 or email trusts@privateclient.co.za.

Elmien Pols CFP® FPSA®  
elmien@privateclient.co.za

I have been asked many times about how 
long the legal time frame is to qualify as 
a common law spouse – however, the reality 
is that this concept is not yet recognised in 
South African law.”    

Recent developments in the Cape Town 
High Court suggest this may change, 
however to avoid any potential issues it is best 
to have a Will setting out your wishes”



WHO TO TALK TO    
Our Private Client Holdings experts 
are available to field your questions. 
Don’t hesitate to contact us for 
wealth management advice.

Portfolio Management
Grant Alexander
grant@privateclient.co.za

Wealth Management
Andrew Ratcliffe
andrew@privateclient.co.za

Financial Services
Jeremy Burman
jeremy@privateclient.co.za

Cash Management
Sian Murray
sian@privateclient.co.za

Fiduciary Services
Sarah Love
sarah@privateclient.co.za

Career Enquiries
Marsan Cooper
marsan@privateclient.co.za

General Enquiries
Jeff Sephton
info@privateclient.co.za

46 Main Road, Claremont, 7708
PO Box 24033, Claremont, 7735
Tel: +27 21 671 1220
Fax: +27 21 671 1149

 
Authorised Financial Services Provider 
– Licence No. 613

Private Client Financial – helping  
owner managed businesses  
achieve exceptional success

PRIVATE CLIENT HOLDINGS IS AN AUTHORISED FINANCIAL SERVICES PROVIDER (LICENCE #613)
Private Client Holdings has taken care to ensure that all the information provided herein is true and accurate at the time of publication. Private Client Holdings 
will therefore not be held responsible for any inaccuracies in the information herein. The value of funds may go down as well as up and past performance is 
not necessarily a guide to the future. The exposures indicated by the graphs may differ from time to time due to market movements Private Client Holdings 
shall not be responsible and disclaims all loss, liability or expense of any nature whatsoever which may be attributable (directly, indirectly or consequentially) 
to the use of the information provided.

The team at Private Client Financial (PCF) have a broad and deep competence in terms of 
knowledge, skill and experience in dealing with family businesses and owner-managed 
businesses. 

For many businesses routine administration is a grudge task that often drops to the 
bottom of the to-do list. Well-maintained books make the difference between a business 
that is a success and one that is not. This is why PCF offers a comprehensive range of 
accounting, tax, business advisory and secretarial services to individuals, partnerships, 
trusts, closed corporations and companies. 

Given the ever-changing legislation and its increasing complexity, the team at PCF 
make sure that they have all the relevant current knowledge on all tax legislation and 
departmental practices and continuously engage with the South African Revenue Service 
(SARS) to make sure clients affairs are kept in order.

PCF services include:

•   Tax Planning 
•   Accounting Services 
•   Payroll Administration 
•   Xero Accounting Software Specialists – Gold Partners 
•   Monthly Bookkeeping, VAT, PAYE, UIF, SDL 
•   Financial Statements and Independent Reviews 
•   Business Valuations and Management Advisory Services  
•   Corporate Benefits Solutions 
•   Auditing

NEW STANDALONE PCF WEBSITE LAUNCHED 

 

We are pleased to announce the launch of our new stand-alone Private Client 
Financial website which contains all the information you may need about this 
highly skilled service offering at Private Client Holdings.

Please visit the website at www.privateclientfinancial.co.za. 
We value your feedback and input and should you like to revert to us with 
your insights on this new website please contact us on greg@privateclient.co.za.   

Greg Bunyard
greg@privateclient.co.za


